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Results of a~ eqerimental investigation to determine the pressure- 
recovery and mass-flow characteristics of single and twin NACA submerged 
intakes on the sides of a fuselage at various engles of sideslfp ace 
presented. Tests were conducted with the single and twfn submerged 
intakes installed on a full-scale model of a fighter-type airplsne. 

The twir+intake air-induction system had unstable air-flow charac- 
teristics when operating at mas*flow ratios lower than 0.40. 

The single and twin EACA submerged-intake tistaU.atfons had simi- 
lar pressure--recovery characteristics at mass-flow ratios for stable 
flow with the model at 0' sideslip. For both single and twin submerged- 
intake installations, increasing the sngle of sideslip increased the . 
pressure recoverg of the intake toward which sideslip was being made and 
decreased the pressure recovery of the intake on the side opposite-the 
direction of sideslip. The effect of sideslip on pressure recovergwaa 
greater for a s%ngle than for a twin submrged-intake installation. 
However, in the usual flight operating range the variation with sideslip 
of the pressure recovery of aubmsrged eide intakes was small. 

IKCRODUCTIOW 

An experimental investigation at large scale of en KAC& subIllsrged 
intake indicated the same favorable characteristics for the intake that 
had beennoted at small scale. (gee reference 1.) The maximum values 
of ram-recovery ratio were high (0.92 for the full+tale intake a-lthout 
deflectors) and the variation of ram-recovery ratio with engle of attack 
was small. This information was obtained from tests of a single intake 
on the side of a fuselage at O" sideslip. Previous small-scale tests 
(reference 2) have also indicated that under certain conditions an 
unstable type of flow may be experienced In air4nduction systems in 
which the air flow of two intakes Join in a common duct. 
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Since &zl airplane may utilize an air-induction system employing 
either ens intake or twin intakes and wilL operate at angbs of side- 
slip other than O", it is the purpose of this investigation to deter- 
m ine at large scale the pressure-recovery and air-flow characteristics 
of both single and twin NACA submerged side intakes at several angles 
of sideslip. 

A  

H 

duct area, square feet 

total pressure , pounds per square foot 

static pressure, pounds per square foot 

dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot 

velocity of the air stream , feet per second 

geonbric model angle of attack referred to fuselage center line 
(nose up is positive direction), degrees 

P  

P  

model angle of sideslip, sngle between fuselage center line and 
flight path (nose to left'is positive direction), degrees 

mass density of the air, slugs per cubic foot 

0 free stream  
Subscripts 

1 

2 

2 

ind 

duct station 1 

SYS 

duct station 2 -- 

local 

Individual 

system. 

Parameters 
m l 
m , 

the ratio of the mass flow in the duct to the mass flow of air kc 
the free-stream  passing through an area equal to the entraflce 

syu.ibols 

. 

. 
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AH - 
Ho 

the ratio of the total pressure deviation at duct station 2 

to the free-stream total pressure(He) . 

vzT3ys 
%-S 

the ratio of the veloc-ltg deviation at duct station 2 to the 
system velocity at duct station 2 

H-0 

G-PO 
ranxrecovery ratio 

The f&U-scale model of a Jet-opelled fighter--type airplane wfth 
twinNACA submerged intakes Installed is shownmounted inthe Ames kk 
by 80-foot wtid tunnel in figure 1. Tests of a single submerged intake 
were made of the right intake only with the left intake completely 
sealed. The ramp configuration used in all tests was the 7O stendard 
curved4iverging-r~ intake described in reference 1. 

A schematic drauIng ahowing the general arrangement, instrume> . 
tation, and principal dimsnsions of the model is presented in figure 2. 
Coordinates of the fuselage nose, lip, and deflectors are given in 
reference 1. Shown in figure 3 are the shape and the dtinsions of the 
duct at the stations where pressure measuremanta were made. The entrsnce 

n (d ct station 1) was located 6.5 inches aft of the 
:gw 

submerged-lip 3 %k 
The measuring station after partial diffusion (duct 

a ion 2 was located 62.5 inches aft of the entrance station and 22 IF 
inches forward of the station where the two ducts merged. The ratio of . 
the duct area at duct station 2 to the duct area at duct station 1 was 
1.52. 

Each duct was instrumented with two rakes. One rake, consisting of 
138 equally spacedtotal-gressure tubes and 37 static-pressure tubes, 
was installed at the entrance station, and another rake, having 66 
equally spaced total-pressure tubes and 34 staticqressure tubes, was 
installed at duct station 2. -: 

The mass-flow rate through the air-induction system was regulated 
by mesns of controllable louvers and a variable-speed axial-flow fan. 
A rake comprised of 2.0 equally spaced total-pressure tubes and 8 static- 
pressure tubes was used at the air outlet (fuselage station 455) to 
measure the quantity of air flow through the system. The quantity of 
air flow through each individual duct was determined from measurements 
provided by each rake at duct station 2. 

The total-pressure tubes of each rake were connected to an inte- 
grating, water-in-glass manometer which provided an arithmstk-lpean 
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. 
reading of the total pressure. Individual tube readings of all manor- 
eters were recorded photographically. 

TESTS 
. 

The pressure-;recovery and the mass-flow characteristics of the 
single-intake and the twin-intake installations were 'determined for 
the following conditions: 

1. Without deflectors - a mass-flow-ratio range of 0.1 to 1.4, 
a sideslip range of -12° to 12O, and an angle-of-ttack 
range of 4Z" to 5O (f& range of 0 to 0.59) 

2. With deflectors - a mass-flow-ratio range of 0.1 to 1.4 at -6o, 
O", and 6O angles of sideslip and so angle of attack 

The tunnel airspeed was maintained at approximately 160 miles per 
hour except at &JL!' sideslip in which case the tunnel airspeed was 
reduced to approximately 120 miles per hour. 

The entrance pressure+ecovery characteristics of the twin 
submerged-intake installation were measured for the right intake only. 
When these entrance pressure measurements were being made, a similar 
rake was installed in the left intake to maintain a symmetrical configu- 
ration. The pressure recovery at duct station 2 was measured for both 
Intakes simultaneously. When pressure-recovery measurements at station 
2 were being made, the rskes at the entrance stations were removed. 

RESTJLTS Al!II DISCUSSION 

Twin Submerged Side Intakes on Model at 0' Sideslip 

The pressure-+recovery and flow characteristics of a twin submerged- 
intake installation will depend to a large extent upon the symmetry of 
the twin submerged-intake model tested. The symmetry of the present 
model was determined by testing each intake as a separate i.nstsUation 
and comparing the pressure-recovery characteristics. As shown in 
figure 4, the maximum difference between the entrance rwecovery 
ratios of the left and right intakes was 0.015 for the range of mass- 
flow ratios of the tests. 

The variation with system mass-flow ratio of the ram-recovery 
ratio measured after partial diffusion (duct station 2) is shown in 
figure 5. The distribution of mass flow between the two intakes of the 
twin-intake air-induction system is given in figure 6. As may be 
observed in figure 5, the variation with system mass-flow ratio of re 
recovery ratio of each intake of the twin-intake installation was simi- 
lar to that of the single-intake installation at system mass-flow ratios 

i 
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of 0.40 and higher. At system mass-flow ratios lower than 0.40 the air 
flow in the twin--intake air-induction system had unstable character- 
istics. At systemmass-flow ratios between 0.30 and 0.40, the pressure 
recovery and mass flow of one intake differed from that of the other 
intake and differed from that of a single-intake air-Induction system. 
At system mass-flow ratios lover thsn 0.30, the air flow in one duct 
reversed direction of flow with a consequent increase of mass-flow ratio 
through the other duct. (See fig. 6.) The reversal of flow occurred in 
either the left or the right duct. The flow reversed in the duct which 
had the lower pressure recovery at the time the system mass-flow ratio 
was reduced to a value lower than 0.30. Once reversal of flow existed 
in one duct, that duct continued to have reversed flow until the system 
mass-flow ratio was increased to a value greater than 0.30. 

As shown in figure 7, the deflectors had the same effect on the 
ram-pressure-recovery characteristics as had been determine dtirefer- 
ence 1; the mass-flow ratio for maximum r-ecovery ratio after partial 
diffusion was increased by 0.25 (from 0.45 to 0.70). The addition of 
deflectors also resulted in a greater range of unstable flow; the 
minimum xr&ss--flow ratio for stable flow was 0.50 compared to 0.40 with- 

' out deflectors. 

Single SubIllerged Side Intake on Model 
at Various Angles of Sideslip 

The effect of sideslip on entrmce r recovery ratio and ren+ 
recovery ratio after partial diffusion is shown in figures 8 and 9, 
respectively. Figures 8 and 9 are derived from faired curves of actual 
test points. As shown In figures 8 and 9, the effect of sideslip on 
pressure recovery of the right single-intake installation is to increase 
the ram-recovery ratio with positive sideslip and to decrease the rw 
recovery ratio with negative sideslip. The reduction of raat-recovery 
ratio at duct station 2 caused by l2O negative sideslip was 0.14 at mass- 
flow ratios of 0.7 and 1.1; the increase of r Mcovery ratio caused by 
l2O positive sideslip was 0.02 at a mass-flow ratio of 0.7 and was 0.05 
at a mass-flow ratio of 1.1. However, the change of rwecovery ratio 
was less than 0.02 in the probable range of sideslip angle (kl-l/2O) for 
high-speed flight. Thus, the effect of sideslip on the r-ecovery 
ratio of an NACA submerged side intake is of small significance. This 

would not be the case if the intake were considered located 90' to its 
present position so that the present angle of sideslip would be con- 
sidered angle of attack. 

The effect of angle of attack on ram+recovery ratio of a single 
intake on the model at various angles of sideslip was smsll and was 
similsr to that shown in reference 1 for O" sideslip. 



Twin Submerged Side Intakes on Model at 
Various Angles of Sideslip 

The effect of sideslip on entrance rm covery ratio and rsx+ 
recovery ratio after partial diffusion for a twin submerged-Intake 
installation is shown in figures 10 and IL. Both of these figures are 
derived from faired curves of actual test data obtained at mass-flow 
ratios for stable flow. Entrance rwecovery ratio was obtained for 
only the right intake. 

Although the trend of the variation with~sideslip of the ram- 
recovery ratio for the rfght intake of the twin-intake installation 
was, in general, similar to that of the single-intake installation 
(cf., figs. 8 and 10 and figs. 9 and ll(b)), the magnitude of the vari- 
ation differed. The curves of figures 9 and U.(b) are compared fn 
figure 12 to illustrate the difference. This difference resulted from 
a change ti the distribution of the air flow between the intakes of the 
twin-intake installation; there was an increase of air flow through the 
inlet toward which sideslip was being made and a decrease of air flow 
through the opposite inlet. (See fig. 13.) As showu in figure 5, in 
the stable flow range the effect of increasing the mass flow through one * 
intake was to decrease the ram+pressure recovery of that intake; and, 
conversely, the effect of reducing the air flow through the other intake 
was to increase the rsm-pressure recovery of that intake. Thus, the 
change of mass-flow ratio of each intake tended to counteract the 
direct effect of sideslip on the pressure recovery (i.e., that effeci of 
increasing the pressure recovery of the intake toward which sideslip was 
being made and decreasing the pressure recovery of the other intake). 

As shoun by a comparison of figures 9 and 11(c), the effect of 
sideslip on the system rerecoveryratio at duct station 2 for the 
twin-intake installation was less than that for the single-intake instal- 
lation. The loss of system rwecovery ratio for the twin-Intake system 
causedby l2O sideslip was 0.03 at a system mass-flow ratio of 0.7 and 
was 0.04 at a system mass-flow ratio of 1.3. 

As may be observed in comparing figures 6 and 13, the effect of 
sideslip on the mass-flow ratio for unstable or reversed flow was small. 

Total-Pressure and Velocity Distributions 

The distributions of the totalqressure and velocity paramsters 
after partial diffusion for a twin submerged-intake installation at O", 
6O, and 12'. sideslip are show-n in figures14 and 15. Since these dis- 
tributions are for statian 2 and not for the compressor inlet of a 
typical axial-flow Jet engine, they are not truly representative of the 
total-lpressure and velocity parameter distributions to be expected at 
the cowessor of an axial-flow jet engine. These distributions are 
indicative only of the total-pressure end velocity parameter distributions 

. 
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to be expected in vaneless straight diffusers used in coxibinaticn with 
submerged intakes at the test speeds. The total-pressure and velocity 
parameter distributions are not known for a station at which the two 
flows have joined. 

As shown in figure 14, the maximum total-pressure deviation tended 
to increase with increasing mass-flow ratio and with increasing angle 
of sideslip at system mass-flow ratios above 0.45. The mximum values 
of the ratio of velocity deviation to the system velocity, at system 
mass-flow ratios where stable flow existed, tended to remain approxi- 
mately constent. When reversed flow occurred, the ratio of velocity 
deviation to the system velocity was high. 

CONCLUSIONS 

As the result of the experimental investigation at large scale of 
the pressure-recovery and air-flow characteristics of NACA submerged 
intekes, it was concluded that: 

1. &in air-induction systems with flows that join in a common 
duct ere subject to an unstable type of air flow in which the pressure 
recovery and mass flow of one duct may becolIle different from that of 
the other. 

2. Each intake of the twin-intake air-induction system had 
pressure-recovery characteristics which were similar to those of a 
single-intake systemwhen compared at the individual mass-flow ratio of 
the intake. 

3. !!&e effect of sideslip on the pressure recovery of the sub- 
merged side intakes was small in the usual flight operating range. 

4. The variation with sideslip of the r recovery ratio of a 
twin-intake system was less than that for the single-intake system. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National,Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif., June 10, 1949, 
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Bigure l.- me f7ibscale model with lxln F&CA submerged sir intakee and &eflectors iaatalled. 
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300 hp owial- flow 

‘AWe: Af!!sfath dknem&s are li, khs 
Whg orea = 275 sq ft 

15x17 area = 
/.462sqft 

F@.m 2.- 5idemafic rkamt:=~ showhg armgement of the full-scafe mooW wizh twk~ A!AcA submerged sh& 
ok htukes ii7staiW 

L 



Area of each aW4667sq ft 
/ 

\ Area of Bocn duct ~l.Ot?T sq ft / 

Flk7ure 3. - Schematic drawing SJrrowing cross section of ducts I?# duct stations / end 2. 
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Figure 5.- The effect of moss -flow ratio on the pressure recovery, measured after g 
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Figure 6.- The vuriution of mass-flow rufio of euch hfuke wifh sysfem 
muss- flow rufio of u fwh-infake insfuht7fion ; (I c-2: Bp 0: 
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figure JO.- The variation of enfrance pressure remvery with sJdesJ@ of 
the rJght /Make of a twin-intake instaJlation ; Q = -2? 
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Rgure 12. - A comparison of the pressure recovery, measured after 
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of a sJffg/8 -intake and a twin -Jntake JnstaJJation; u = -2! 
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Figure 13. - Conchded. 
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l;bl +Ks -0.67 
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Figure 14. - Confinued. 
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Figure 14. - Confinffed. 
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Reversed fh 
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Figure /5.- Variufion of’ f- “kV$) of duct sfafion 2 (looking upsfreum) 
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Figure f5. - Confinueo’. 
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Figure 15. - Confinued. 
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Figure E- Conchded. 
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